Check out what makes
Cloud ERP the best solution
Introduction
Flexibility, scalability, and real-time updates is what is demanded by every
business today. Surveillance from anywhere, anytime will be like an additional
beneﬁt. And when all of this comes at an aﬀordable monthly subscription, it
becomes like a cherry on the cake. Cloud ERP paves way for an easy, eﬀective,
pocket friendly, and eﬃcient Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solution for
both small and medium-sized industries.

Cloud ERP is Software as a Service (SaaS) that allows users to leverage the beneﬁts of an ERP
solution over the internet. Cloud enables applications that run on shared computing resources that
are maintained in remote data centres dedicated to hosting various applications on multiple
platforms. Here is the brief description of the features that make a Cloud ERP most suitable one for
your business. This e-book clearly lists down the striking features loaded with numerous beneﬁts
of Cloud ERP.

1. Aﬀordable monthly subscriptions
A perfect Cloud ERP solution will eliminate the need for paying extra for
application software licenses. It will rather let you pay an aﬀordable ﬁxed
monthly fee.
Cloud ERPs are also a big time money saver because they:
• Avoid additional infrastructural costs such as hardware
and data servers
• Reduce IT support dependencies as entire IT support
is provided by the data centres
• Shrink the cost incurred in maintenance and support of the
applications, as it's the responsibility of the vendor to handle
the updates and upgrades

2. Automatic upgrades
• A good Cloud ERP solution alerts with notiﬁcations of upcoming
upgrades and amending activities
• These upgrades are auto generated on the client's server for an
uninterrupted operational ﬂow
• A good cloud vendor usually conducts the upgrades and backups
during holidays or at night, bringing down the wastage of productive
hours to almost zero
• Thus, the system remains up-to-date and available
whenever you need it

3. Maximum up-time assurance
• The best Cloud ERP service provider promises least
possible server downtime
• The service provider usually delivers the performance by remarkably
good uptime i.e. up to 99.7%
• Thus, it contributes towards enhancing the productivity
and usable man hours

4. Data security
• Best in class Cloud ERP solutions must practice digital data security
• They must foil attacks on the company's server too
• Usually, with cloud solutions, data is not stored locally but on the
cloud. So data theft is minimised
• Data security is ensured by digital signatures and passwords

5. Backup and recovery
• A good cloud solution provider makes arrangements for disaster
recovery facility running 24x7
• This way, no valuable data is lost
• There is a back-up always

6. Access anytime and anywhere
ERP on cloud is already a ﬂexible and scalable solution, due to its accessibility
from anywhere through any internet-enabled device like desktop, laptop,
mobile or tablet. Hence ERP on cloud are more mobile than their traditional onpremise counterparts.
• A good vendor lets the companies upload and access data in real-time
via the cloud, from anywhere, anytime
• Allows greater collaboration among departments,
eliminating the dependencies
• It must be ﬂexible in terms of increasing the number of licenses
whenever required

7. Industry tailored
Today, even cloud solutions can be customized as per industry speciﬁc
requirements. The best one is the one that can accommodate your unique
needs in the solution and make provisions for a convenient graphical user
interface.
Cloud ERP must be a truly process-centric ERP that is capable enough to meet
the current and future needs of the company.

8. Experience
“Experience is the parameter to measure the strength to withstand hardships.”
Only that cloud solution can be called as best if it has:
• Rich industry experience
• More number of live customers
• Good number of happy clients with positive feedback
For one such best in class Cloud ERP solution, log on to www.batchmaster.co.in

Who We Are:
BatchMaster Software is one of the market leaders in oﬀering enterprise software
solutions for the process manufacturing industries. With an in-depth industry analysis,
we clearly understand the unique industry challenges and help them address those
challenges through our industry-speciﬁc ERP solution.
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